You don't have to pull the
fish all the way out of your
pocket to have people laugh at it!
Uh,what the hell did I just say?"
Blair McDonald.
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(Other than
Science Week...)
Thurs, Jan 20
• PAT Tips with Dr
Osborne (presented by Pre-Dent).
Fri, Jan 21
-» BIOSOC Gym
Night, 9:30 PM,
OSBO B.

Elections
Cancelled!
Exec posts to be determined
through basketball tournament

She also went on to stress
Kevin Phillips-Bong
that "independent candiRoving Correspondent dates will not be disadvantaged, as they will be able
n a surprise move that
Thurs, Jan 27
shocked the local politi- to sub in off the bench. As
• Astronomy
well, individual stats for
cal community, the
Lecture, 5:30 PM,
Alma Mater Society of UBC points, assists, blocks and
rebounds will be kept, and
Somewhere.
announced yesterday that
all candidates will be eligiits annual executive elec• Dental School
ble
to participate in the
tions were being cancelled.
Tour with Dr
skills competition."
Instead, the AMS is
Hann (presented
But most importantly,
proposing
to determine its
by Pre-Dent).
the
new system is designed
annual executive members
to
foster
a renewed interest
through the holding of a
Fri, Jan 2 8 in
the
student
political
week-long basketball tourSun, Jan 30
process
here
on
campus.
nament, which it hopes
"• Geography Ski
"Basketball's
one
of the
will address recent changes
fastest
growing
spectator
Trip to Silverstar.
in the way AMS politics
sports in North America,"
Space still availhave evolved while restorsaid Ainslie. "There's no
ing some student interest
able. (736-1063).
way
we can lose."
in the political arena.
Sat, Jan 29
Reaction from the vari"It's really the best way
ous
camps was mixed.
• Astronomy Star
to go," explained AMS
"There
are some drawElections Commissioner
Party, 8:00 PM,
backs,"
said 5'7" D of A
and Head Referee Cheryl
Wreck Beach.
guard
Tim
Lo. "I mean, Bill
Ainslie. "There are so many
(presidential
hopeful
slates this year that we felt
Dobie)
is
a
good
power forsomething had to be done.
ward
and
all,
but
we really
The face of politics has
need
a
point
guard
and
changed here at UBC, and
some
size
under
the
rim."
this is the best way to deal
with the 5-on-5 nature of
Radical Beer Faction presslates. Besides, I don't mind idential candidate and censeeing a few more tall guys tre Roger Watts (6'3") was
walking around here," she more optimistic. "Ours has
added.
always been a comprehenIngredients
sive and balanced platform,
Indeed, the new system
seems to favor taller candi- so we should have no probdates, and may change the lems. That, and the fact
that in the clutch, Ryan
This newspaper is made of scope of this year's deci(vice-presidential 6'4"
100% dismembered,
sion. Suddenly, verticallypoint
guard McCuaig) can
challenged coalitions, such
pulped and bleached
always
nail those threeClayoquot trees. Isn't that as the election team of Bill pointers from outside.
Dobie, have gone from
swell, kids? Various carWe're looking for big
front-runners to underresults, and with any luck,
cinogenic chemicals guar- dogs, while taller groups
we'll nail down a sponsoranteed to alter your mole- such as the Radical Beer
Faction, having an average ship contract from a major
cular structure. The cresports drink company, like
ative power of lots of peo- height of 6'1", now enjoy
Guinness or Corona."
the advantage.
ple. Enough time to actuThe only comment from
Ainslie denied that the
ally pass a course or two.
political
newcomer and
new selection process will
Other stuff. ,
former
CIAU
Canada West
negatively affect the AMS.
All-Star
forward
J.D.
"I don't think that will be a
Jackson
was,
"Well,
I got a
Plus of course, hemp. Lots problem at all. Jason Brett
late
start
at
the
campaign,
of hemp... whoa, look at all was a tall guy, and as I
but I think this President
remember, had a helluva
the preeeety lights! sky hook."
thing could work out
rather well."

I

Nobel Stall Resolved.
Irving Washington
turned up 6530 "Smith"s
Raving Catrespondent registered for the Nobel
weekend, all claiming the
he Royal Swedish
one million dollar cash
Academy of Science award.
today announced
"Well, we normally
the final awarding of Dr.
expect about a 20% occuSmiths Nobel Prize In
Chemistry after a tempo- pancy rate of Mr. and
Mrs. Smiths anyway;
rary recall, pending the
however, this weekend
results of an investigathere seems to be about
tion. It was necessary to
determine whether or not triple the proportion. In
fact this whole place has
he was In fact, the real
just gone all higgledy-pigDr. Smith. Confusion
gledy. Thaf s Swedish for
began with a clerical
'a real mess'.", claimed
error, in which the first
bellhop and Nobel prize
name of the co-winner
candidate Dr. Sven
was omitted from the
official invitation list. An Smith.
unidentified clerk "trying
Responding to a severe
to be helpful" distributed shortage of hotel space,
invitations to all Smiths
combined with a rapid
in the Lower Mainland
accumulation
of undelivarea.
erable mail, authorities
The situation first arose managed to reduce the
total number of
in a hotel in Stockholm,
claimants by the simple
when reporters for the
observation that few
American Journal of
males under the age of
Science attempted to
twenty-five and even
schedule an interview
with Dr. Smith. Efforts to fewer females could
locate Dr. Smith through match Dr. Smith's physithe local hotels proved
fruitless when a search
Continued on page 2.
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"The rioters aren't dispersing, sir! We can't seem
to get a n y of the rubber bullets past this one guy
up in the front!"

The PC Strike Back

all the way to Pouce
Coupe, " to "I'll pay off
the federal debt, patch
up education, stimulate
employment, and fix
this toilet bowl I've
inherited that tries to
pass itself off as the
Canadian economy, or
my name Isn't Paul
Martin. I mean Dr.
Smith. Shit. Well, back
t'Ottawa."
Laureates found only
one candidate who
included the key word
'donate' in his budget.
This Dr. Smith, later
identified by his friend
and ex wife as the genuine article, seemed to
possess both an interest
in chemistry and appropriate ID. This morning,
the special team of laureates declared Dr.
Smith official winner of
the Nobel Prize and
awarded him the appropriate medal. When
asked why the decision
was so complex and
time<onsuming, when
a simple ID check
would have sufficed,
laureate spokesman Dr.
Linus Pauling
explained, "What are
; we, bouncers? Carding
fsfbr meatheads. Hey,
theLIQin this room is in
the twelfth order of
magnitude. We problemsolve here, bub."
Later, this reporter
discovered that this was
not the real Linus
Pauling, who was actually at home in the
United States when this
short impostor, carrying
a blanket and occasionally sucking his thumb,
sullied his good name
with such harsh words.
Dr. Smith's problems
were not over yet, how; ever, as he received further delay while trying
to get his award
through customs.
Apparently, the description confused officers at
the Vancouver Airport,
vwho* read "Gold, 6oz,
Nobel Prize* and
thought it a Joke. One
official was overheard
declaring, "Nobel Prize?
Oooh, suuure. And
Iiiiii'm the prime minister." This reporter was
on the ball, though. I'd
seen pictures of the
prime minister, and this
was not him.

If we hurry we can still
cal description as a
save Drum.
"mature gentleman?.
Meanwhile, Luke confronts
Desperate, Nobel
Vader.
Prize Laureates were
summoned and decided
Oh yeah? I may
DETTLEBACH Luke:
to try a more intensely
have more hours a week
Yertl: You must let the
specific identification
then you, but at least I'll
Force flow through you,
ored if you would join us. never have to serve fries.
technique. They
but beware of the Arts
depended on Dr.
side. Once you start down Back at McGill, Luke has a Vader: Shut up. I'm not
Smith's renowned reputhe Arts path, forever will startling vision...
listening. I'm not listentation for his remarkit dominate your resume. Luke: My friends, they're ing.
able ability to remove
Soon they stop in front of in danger. I must return
Luke: At least I'll have a
even the most seriously
to
UBC
and
save
them.
a non-descript looking
future...
jammed
stopper from a
house.
Yertl: If you leave now,
Vader: Flintstones, meet
glass
test-tube.
Trials
help them you could, but the Flintstones...
Luke: I feel cold, evil
began almost immediall for which they have
here.
Suddenly, Vader attacks
ately with candidates
suffered
for would be lost. Luke, catching him off
Yertl: That place is strong
lining up to claim
with the Arts side. In you Bill: If you choose to con- guard with a kick to ike
Nobel prize sovereignty.
front Vader now, I cannot groin. Luke, in a lot ofpain, However, after only a
must go.
help
you.
manages to counter-attack few hundred unsuccessLuke: What's in there?
Luke:
Ohhh,
chicken,
with
a head butt, and the
ful attempts to withYertl: Frances Foran. Your
ehhh?
Don't
worry.
I'll
be
draw the seized rubber
fight
is
on.
After
a
long
and
calculator, you will not
back.
stopper, a winner was
painful
melee,
the
combatneed it, but better take
falsely
declared and
ants
find
themselves
on
the
Luke
climbs
into
his
car
and
this carrot.
immediately disqualiroof of SUB. Luke, badly
drives
off.
Carrot in hand, Luke enters
battered, teters on the edge fied. Claiming that Dr.
the house. Twenty minutes Bill: He is our last hope.
Smith had always
over a loooong drop.
later, he returns, holding a Yertl: No, there is anothlocked the phial in his
Vader: Bill never told you
broken carrot stub, a look ofer.
teeth
and pulled the
absolute horror on his face. And with that blatent fore- what happened to your
stopper
out with hi s
father, did he?
Luke:The stories were
shadowing out of the way,
bare feet, while successtrue. They were true...
we return to SAC city, whereLuke: He told me enough.
ful, was not deemed
He told me you killed
credible by the referees
Back in the Pinto, ourHeros Vader is busy torturing
him.
Drum Solo...
of the competition. This
are just arriving at SAC
was on account of there
City.
Vader: And for your read- Vader: No Luke, I'm your
father. Search your feelbeing no record of Dr.
ing enjoyment, we have
Solo: No, I don't have a
ings.
Smith having inhaled
the
collected
letters
of
parking permit. I'm Drum
even one of the legLuke:
No,
no!
That's
John
Lipscomb.
Solo. I'm here to see
endary flasks.
impossible...
Granto Carellian...Good,
Solo: No, no, anything
Conversely, the self-profinally.
Vader: The editor fears
but that! Well, anything
claimed victor could
you. Together, we can rule
except that carrot story.
Granto: Solo, you got a
not demonstrate his
the Ubyssey as father and
And that castration story
lot of nerve coming back
technique
without suckson. Luke, it's the only
and...
here, after what you
ing
down
at
least a few
way.
Later...
pulled.
shards of shattered
Solo: Hey, how was I to
Vader: My trap for Luke is Luke, with one of those
Pyrex.
annoying self-satisfied looks
know she was your sister? complete.
"I wheel what I hafe
on his face steps off the roof
Granto: Just kidding, you Granto: Wait, if you put
wheen
sheeted! Sheeted
of the SUB. His fatal plunge
old Geer. How are you?
him in there it might kill
I
whell
oo!", claims Dr.
is stopped, when Luke's
Well, well, well, welcome him! We only use this
Smith
impostor
David
much abused groin interto SAC City, my dear.
apparatus for tuition
Strangway,
who
sects a flagpole halfway
Come on in, have a drink. freezing, and even then it down. He just manages to
explains that he would
My people will see to your has a tendancy to backhang on. Below, he spots the have spent the prize
vehicle immediately.
fire.
Alluminum Pinto making its money to pay back
The group procedes inside, Vader: We will test in on escape. Just then, some coins some sort of loan,
which was proffered to
to have a rendevous with Solo first. Throw him in.
fall from Luke's pocket to
destiny... At McGill, Luke isLeah: Drum, I love you. the pavement below.
him by the university at
trying to get his car out of
which
he is employed.
Leah: Wait, money. Quick
Solo: Whatever.
the impound lot.
Inspired by the possiChewie. Turn around.
HY50: Oooo. They're
bility
that plans for
Luke: Look at that fence,
incasing him in tuitionite. Granto: But those
spending
of the prize
we'll never get over that.
Cowboys are right behind
He should be quite well
money
may
hold some
Yertl: Awww, cannot get
protected. For about a
us.
clue
to
a
candidate's
your car out.
year or so anyway.
Leah: Those are quarters,
validity, Nobel Prize
Luke: It's just too big.
Cowboy: Sir, Luke's vehi- dammit! Wait, it's Luke!
Laureates immediately
cle is approaching.
Yertl: Look at me. Judge
Granto: I got him, and
began canvassing the
me by my size? Size matthe money. Let's get the
Vader: Excellent. Take
Smiths to submit budters not.
Leah and Chewtobacca to hell out of here.
gets. Spending plans
my limo.
Luke: That's not what
Later, Luke and Leah watch ranged from "...gonna
buy a Winnebego and
Leah says.
Granto: Wait, that wasn't as Granto and Chewie
go on a real trip, maybe
embark
on
a
perilous
misUsing the Force, Yertl lifts part of the deal.
sion
to
save
Drum
from
Axel
Luke's car out of the lot, andVader: I'm altering the
theHutt, Grover Fett and
onto the street, just in time deal. Pray I don't alter it
the Engineers.
for us to rejoin our friends infurther. It would be...
SAC City.
unfortunate if I had to
Granto: I just made a deal leave a permenant ediWill Drum Solo survive at
toral garrison here.
that will keep the
the hands of the despicable
Ubyessey out of here forLater, as Luke is about to Engineers? Will this story
ever.
ever end? Even we have no
fall into Vader's trap,
BUT ONLY IF YOU WANT. WE WOULDN'T WANT TO
idea.
Granto overpowers the
Just then, Art Vader and
FORCE YOU OR ANYTHING. IT'S NOT LIKE WE
freelance geer Grover Fett guards taking Leah and
ACTUALLY GIVE A DAMN IF YOU GET OUT AND
round the comer.
Chewie to the limo.
EXERCISE ONE OF YOUR MOST BASIC RIGHTS. GO
AHEAD, DON'T BOTHER TO VOTE. SEE IF WE CARE!
Vader: We would be hon- Granto: I had no choice.
TTHnally, Luke has disi-1 covered the great
A. Master, Yertl. The
story continues...

VOTE

Friends and Family

B

uild it... and they
will come. A truly
prophetic statement.
My neighbour, skilled
craftsman that he is,
recently decided to make
MCDONALD
a few additions to his
dorm room, to make
modated a family of five,
space for all the useless
with space for the car.
garbage he brought back
Al was so proud, thinking
from Christmas. As
of all the money he had
always, Al consulted the
saved. His shelving unit
rest of the floor on the
only cost him $46.97 in
best shelving available on lumber... plus tools,
the market, and as always, labour and the point he
decided that he could do
received from our housing
much better if he built it
advisor for operating his
himself. Al went forth and Black and Decker™ cordpurchased lumber... lots
less drill at three in the
of lumber. Al bought him- morning. We just didn't
self a hammer, a level, a
have the heart to tell him
set of screwdrivers, a
that he could have bought
pound of two inch selfa shelving unit from IKEA
tapping wood screws, a 30 for only fifty dollars.
foot tape measure, a radiThe Mad Carpenter isn't
al-arm saw. Next he spent the only one of my
two days measuring the
friends who's a bit squirreexact dimensions of his
ly. On the other side of
room to the millimeter, and my room lives a friend
using his personal copy of who's recently discovered
CAD/CAM, drafted himthe thrill of a modem. Not
self a set of blueprints that just any modem, but the
would shame any
SuperMega Deluxe 14.4
respectable engineer. We
Fax/Voice/Data
waited anxiously to see
Extraordinaire, capable of
the finished masterpiece,
transmitting gigabytes of
and soon were rewarded
useless shareware games
with the sounds of hamin the blink of an eye. I
mers and drills. Al sufthink Steve's become
fered a few terrible setaddicted to the adrenaline
backs along the way,
rush of finally getting
managing to mount the
through a BBS without
shelving brackets upside
upload/download ratios,
down at first, and skillful- after a mere hour of leavly knocking out the glass
ing his Cray supercomputin his window when he
er on autodial. I'm getting
turned abound a bit too
worried about Steve's
abruptly with a eight foot mental health. He never
2x4 over his shoulder. But leaves his desk. Not to eat,
with a bit of good advice
not to go to class, not to
from the friendly folks at
sleep. He came back from
Beaver Lumber, and new
vacation a week early, just
glass provided by UBC
to bask in the presence of
Plant Operations, Al was
three million dollars
back on track in no time.
worth of equipment that
Three days later, the prowould easily eclipse the
ject was complete. We
electronics on a nuclear
crowded into his tiny
sub. He says he came back
room, only to find a
early so he could buy a
shelving unit of monocar, but I don't believe
lithic proportions. It
him. I've heard the
could have easily accom-

...eeeeee! beep beep beeep!
beep beep beep beeeeep!
far too often for my liking.
Or maybe it's just my
mind that's been
destroyed over the
Christmas break.
Prolonged exposure to
parents has been proven
to have harmful side
effects. It must be the
pain of going though the
family turkey ritual again.
Mothers never seem to
learn. For once, it was just
our immediate family for
Christmas. No aunts,
uncles, old friends of the
family or third cousins
twice removed. Just the
five of us, yet my mother
still insisted on buying
the largest turkey in the
Western hemisphere. No
Safeway or Save-On-Food
poultry for my mom,
nooo ... she goes to the
turkey farm and picks out
the bird herself, much in
the same way my dad
goes to the U-Cut tree
farm. My mom hauls the
turkey in a trailer towed
behind our truck, a turkey
that's spent the last five
years gorging itself on the
farmer's radioactive barley. I think my mom goes
by that old farmwife
adage: It's not a real
turkey unless it covers the
lower 2/3 of the table. The
turkey always spends
most of Christmas Day
cooking in a 450° oven,
while we merrily open our
presents around the tree.
Later that evening, we
gorge ourselves, yet only
manage to get through a
minuscule portion of that
giant bird, leaving the rest
to my mother's dubious
creativity in cooking. We
suffer through the traditional apres-Christmas
meals: turkey sandwiches,
turkey pot pie, turkey
casserole, turkey with
whatever else is left in the
fridge. Thank the powers

that be that I managed to
escape back to UBC before
my mom started combining the turkey with various seafoods.
But the vacation is over,
better or worse. I'm back
in a familiar environment,
where my professors fail
me out of Math 101 with
a 38% and a smile. A
place where the Library is
still chasing me for some
stupid book they claim I
borrowed. But there's one
last thing I need to do
before I can return the
bull, books, and bureaucracy of our fine institution.
Here's my heartfelt (and
somewhat belated)
Christmas wishes to my
friends Anne and Amy,
for some unknown reason
pursuing various Arts programs at UVic. Anne gave
me a "stereotypical
Canadian Christmas card"
that will go nicely with
the other three dozen
stereotypical Canadian
Christmas cards tunneled
through the miracle of
Canada Post from all
across the country to mv
front door. And about
Amy, what can I say? Her
entire family is crazy by
any definition of the
word. Amy got my hopes
up by telling me she had a
present for me, only to
crush them under her
boot by telling me later
that she had to give my
present to that strange
guy that keeps dropping
by her place every year,
going against the restraining order the judge
ordered about three years
ago. Even though I spent
some time during the
break with them, I never
did manage to do anything suitable for the season. Despite my best
attempts, it's impossible
to forget about friends like
them.
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We've decided/to
make an abrupt
departure from the
normal word search
you'd find elsewhere.
In honour of Science
Week, we've inserted
the names of famous
scientists. But in a
twist typical of The
432, we made the
clues utter nonsense
that mean nothing to
the puzzle. Good
luck!

Spineless?

E

verybody's allowed
to skip a class once
and a while, so I forgive myself for neglecting
to contribute to the last
issue. Um, maybe I should
explain that I usually
write in every issue if I
can. You do remember
me, don't you? Hello? So,
what excuse could I possibly come up with that
would justify such forgetfulness? Did my dog eat
the article? Auntie Lou die
again? Incredibly painful
back surgery? Now we're
talkin'!
You see, I woke up one
morning in the middle of
November with that pesky
ever-so-slightly-less-sensation in my foot, and
thought I just might bring
this to the attention of
my family doctor.
Me: "I don't seem to be
able to feel my foot, or my
leg for that matter."
Doc: "Let's have a look.
Uh-huh. Mmm-hmm."
(He bonked my heel with
his little bonker, scraped
the skin with his little
scraper, poked my toes
with his little toe poker)
Doc: "You don't seem to
be able to feel your foot.
Or your leg for that matter."
Me (Squinting at the
diploma tacked on the
wall): "Am I getting billed
for this?"
To make a long story
short, I was escorted to
LGH, rolled into a bed,
and told to lay veeerrry
carefully for the next few
days, after which the 'little spine fairy' will come
by to visit me and rip out
a section of inter-vertebral disk. This turned out
to be a neurosurgeon who
bore a remarkable resemblance to Darren from
Bewitched (The second
one, not the first one) and
if this wasn't unnerving in
itself, the nurse was a
friend of mine who is a
student at VCC.
But the morphine was
good. My family, friends,
and roommates came by
to visit and I have no recollection of conversations.
I did, however, give somebody my car keys at some
point. I also read the Lord
Of The Rings trilogy, but
can't recall the first book.
I later found out that
nobody who reads the
trilogy can recall the first
book, so I guess this
doesn't really mean anything. Anyway, the
moments that I can recall
from the 'painkiller phase'
of this operation were
exactly the ones I wish I

KENNEDY
couldn't. Here we go.
Embarrassing, druginduced moment #1: discovering I have an allergy
to Demerol, as I try to
walk to the water-fountain and find myself kissing floor tiles. This was
enough to cause a switch
to morphine, which is
also much more fun.
#2: Finding out that the
pretty girl in the stretcher
next to me in the pre-op
is getting a tonsillectomy,
and opening my big stupid, anelgesic-enhanced
mouth.
Me: "I had mine taken out
when I was six. 'Course
tonsillectomies are really
dangerous as you get
older."
Her: "AIEEE! I'm twentyfour!"
Me: "God, yer old! Can I
give you my phone number?"
(Note: don't get mad! This
is very unlike me! Anybody
who knows will tell you that
I have better sense than this!
'Sides, she was totally
drugged up too, and will
never remember my number
anyway. I can't remember
hers for the life of me.)
#3: Asking the surgeon to
leave a grotesque scar, as
it could become a good
conversation piece at the
beach.
#4: Actually passing out
before being anaesthetized. The anesthetist
seemed to have serious
difficulty in finding an
acceptable site to place
the IV, and after three
subsequent failures I
decided it would be a
good opportunity to see if
veins had sufficient blood
pressure when backed up
to squirt out of the little
holes made by these
attempts. A couple of
squeezes and I was out
like a light.
#5: This was the most
embarrassing, actually.
With all the work being
done in the bottom of my
spinal cord and sciatic
nerve and stuff, the entire
lower abdomen just kind
of threw in the towel for a
few of hours after the
operation. Now imagine
this: I have IV bags dripping in constantly for 10
hours, and my trusty old
plumbing has taken a
short nap. This is the
equivalent of sitting
through Ishtar five times

and drinking a Super Big
Gulp or two during each,
and NOT BEING
ALLOWED TO LEAVE
YOUR SEAT. I had to be
catheterized by a) a friend
b) a student c) a goodlooking woman I was considering asking out d)
somebody I know is too
klutzy to drive her tiny
VW bug into the Queen
of Nanaimo without
bumping the doorway,
(you have to hear her tell
the story) much less
thread a needle.
Her: "Don't worry, the
instructions are right here
on the back...expose urethra..."
Me: "That can't be right."
Everybody has a moment
of truth, sometime in
their life. This was mine.
What do you say while
undergoing such a procedure? Here are the possible answers, in order of
likelihood, all of which
occurred to me:
1: "AIEEEE! YAAAH!
OOOOH! ARRRGH!
WOOP!" (Note: this is the
most common response,
and the first which came
to my mind.)
2: "Um...strange my mum
bought a poinsettia for
me. Nice colour, though."
(She did. Weird, eh?)
3: "Hey! (Point to oldest
patient in ward) Is he having a coronary?" (I tried to
make a run for the exit,
but I had forgotten that I
was missing a piece of
spine and actually only
managed to raise my head
about two inches.
Resigned to my fate, I figured an attempt to pick
up the nurse would be the
best way to save face.)
4: "I think you're going to
need another five inches
of tubing for that."(I
swear, this is totally unlike
me, tool It was rude and
uncalled for, and even
worse made her laugh,
which was extremely
painful and returned me
to response #1.)
Interesting enough,
Darren was paid exactly
$432 for the operation. I
can prove this. Anyhoo,
this just goes to show
those of you who thought
I was just too lazy or taking a vacation or something, that I was really too
screwed up to write an
article. Truth be told, I
suppose I could have written something while taking those jolly analgesics,
but I think you'll agree
that whatever I wrote
about would have been
really weird, and not at
all like the stuff in this
one.
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Organ Donor Clinic
Brock Hall, This Friday
Thank you for considering to donate organs.
Seven hundred units of organs must be collected from
volunteer / legally snared donors each and every day to
meet the needs of British Columbians.
You may donate as often as you damn well please, providing you meet our medical criteria for still being alive
(or at least reasonably fresh).
You must be 17 years of age to donate organs and you
may donate as long as you can manage to survive, if
you are a repeat donor. (Repeat donors are donors who
have donated something other than their brain, heart
or liver, as none of those have ever even left here, let
alone come back for another kick at the cat.) The age
limit for first-time donors, quite simply, does not exist.
For the protection of both donors and recipients, each
donor is screened by the nursing staff prior to donating. Jeffrey Dahmer, Jason Voorhees and Lorena
Bobbitt need not apply.
Jaundice patients will be rejected (ie. if, when walking
down the street, a man with a suitcase suddenly jumps
into your back pocket and says, "To the airport, and
step on it, cabbie!", you are suffering from jaundice).
Other disorders disqualifying potential donors are
hepatitis, cirrhosis, heart disease, diabetes, HIV infection and/or cancer of the organ in question. Extensive
laboratory tests are performed on each organ collected.
Organs declared unfit for use are stir fried discarded.
Please eat a substantial meal 1 to 4 hours before donating (unless, of course, you are donating stomach, gall
bladder, duodenum, intestine and/or colon or any portion thereof; we have enough shit to deal with as it is).
The average organ, thanks to our new operational service contract with Black & Decker, takes appoxlmately
8.3 seconds to donate. Please allow at least 5 minutes
to complete the process from registration to initial systemic shock and refreshments.
It is recommended that you refrain from strenuous
exercise / eating / breathing / trying to read / conceiving children / moving at all (depending on what you
donated) for 6 to 8 hours following donation. Please do
not sue for at least 24 hours after your donation.
Please bring with you your organ donor card, valid
identification and next of kin (Last Rites performed
upon request).

T

he Alma Mater Society CamcnHtoe for Organizational Review and Planning (CORP) was
created in order to evaluate your student society. COftP is to propose improvements that will make the AMS a more effective organization and an even better
resource for the students of UBC. But we can't do it alone. We need to know what you
want to see from your student society, and what will best benefit your life at UBC
Please stop by the CORP suggestion boxes on the SUB Concourse and drop off your
ideas, suggestions, complaints and/or opinions, or drop them off at the AMS
Executive Offices (SUB Room 238). Because, JFK notwithstanding, it's time to ask
what your Alma Mater Society can do for you.
Written submissions may be given to Teni Folsom, Administrative Assistant, SUB
Room 238. Oral submissions may be scheduled through
Randy Romero, Assistant to the President, SU B Room
256 or at 822-3972.
For more information, please contact Bill Dobie,
President, SUB Room 256 or at 822-3972.

Happy New Year?
t's official. My birthday
isn't for another few
months, but on
January 1st, 1994 at 12:03
AM, I became old. Every
year up until now, I have
greeted the new year with
open arms, ready to party.
This year, when the
countdown was over, I
sighed and said, "Well,
that was fun. Let's go
home." Not that this is
such a great shock,
because last year, on
October 20th at 6:48 PM, I
became my mother. For a
long time, I had difficulty
understanding how it was
that my mother could
come up with something
edible every night, without ever consulting a
recipe. Somehow her
explanation of "a pinch of
this and a dash of that"
just didn't seem to hold
water. However, on that
fateful day, one of my
roommates asked how I
make lasagna, and I told
her, "I don't know. You
can watch me sometime if
you want, but I don't really follow a recipe." As
soon as the words escaped
my lips, I realized that the
transformation was irreversible. Oh well, just as
long as I don't start to
shrink.

I
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need my brain in first
or second gear. As I'm sure
many of you can identify
with, my holiday schedule
was set up in such a way
that I was either in neutral
or TURBO at all times.
Don't mind the automotive metaphor; I spent so
much time in the car this
break that I think my parents are starting to think
of their car as ours. At any
rate, I rapidly worked
myself into the procrastinator's dilemma: is it better to completely forgo
handing in an article,
being irresponsible, or to
hand it in two-and-a-half
weeks late, which a) may
be too late anyway and b)
would entail going to face
the wrath of the Editor.
(Un)Luckily for you, I was
still on time, because it
seems that everyone else
thumbed their collective
nose at the deadline as
well. I think it might be a
psychological reaction to
the end of the year.
If there's anything I
learned in 1993, it was to
Now, one would think
appreciate the little things
that since I thumbed my
I take for granted. Take
nose at the deadline as
hot water, for Instance.
neatly as I did over the
About a month ago, I
past two weeks, I would
woke up to discover that
have had plenty of time to the temperatures of water
think about what I wantemanating from the tap
ed to write about. Alas,
ranged from absolute zero
when I want to ponder, I

to almost lukewarm.
"Hmmm," thought I as I
decided to postpone my
shower, "perhaps I shall
go for aride,and hopefully the hot water will
return before it was time
for me to go out that
evening. Returning from
my ride, I asked at the
front desk if hot water was
to expected any time in
the near future. As politely
as she could (without
breaking into hysterical
giggles) the res desk attendant informed me that
Physical Plant apparently
decided, in its finite wisdom, that the first week of
December would be the
perfect time to turn off
the hot water indefinitely
without notice. If anyone
from Physical Plant happens to be reading this, a
brief lesson in etiquette: it
is generally viewed to be
common courtesy to
inform someone before
you subject them to
unprovoked attack (unless
you're at war, I guess). For
example, it is proper to
say, "We are going to turn
your water off indefinitely
for no apparent reason on
Saturday. We hope this
will not prove to be a
great inconvenience." It is
not proper to say, "We
have just turned off your
hot water indefinitely for
no apparent reason. If this
proves to be inconvenient, feel free to call one
of our polite staff who will
be more than happy to
tell you where to go, how

to get there, and how to
amuse yourself along the
way."
One thing I am trying to
do this year is to use more
restraint. For example,
when I appealed to someone from Physical Plant
reading this article, I
could have made a comment to the effect that I
would certainly be surprised by a simultaneous
show of literacy and good
taste, but I didn't, because
I have self-control. I
wouldn't think that it'll
last particularly long,
since it would seem that I
should be exercising more
of it this year with respect

BLOOD
DONOR
CLINIC
Brock Hall
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Jan. 18,1994
Jan. 19,1994
Jan. 20,1994
Jan. 21,1994

9:30-3:30
9:30-3:30
9:30-3:30
9:30-3:30

Sponsor:
Science Undergraduate Society
All donors are required to produce identification

The Canadian Red Cross Society
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STRESSES & STRAINS:
BUILPINC BRIDGES
UNTIL M A Y ffTH

Walk across a
giant model of the
Lions' Gate Bridge.
Find out about the
options Jor the
future crossing of
the First Narrows.
Learn why bridges
& other
structures
stand up...
or fall down.

TRICYCLE RACE

THURSDAY, JAN 20th
12:30 - 1:30 SUB PLAZA

to the topics I choose to
discuss in my articles. A
few of my friends have
been dropping hints to
the effect that they don't
necessarily appreciate recognizing themselves in
print. With this in mind, I
made a valiant effort not
to write about two of my
friends, whose experiences
in the past while have
been too strange for fiction. Imagine my surprise
when they both asked me
if I was writing about
them this week, and then
seemed disappointed
when I told them no. You
just can't win sometimes.
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(Not 100% methanol. Sorry.)
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DATE: Wednesday, Jan 19, 1994
FEE: $2 per car
PRIZES for 1st 2nd and 3rd place
Pick up an entry form from the Cube office
(CSCI121) or from SUS (Chem 160).
Submit entry form to Cube office or to the
Science Week booth by NOON on Jan 19.
Refreshments for participants after the rally.
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SUS OPEN HOUSE

2030

46' Giant Screen TV
playing:
Star Trek Aliens Jaws
Indiana Jones
Planet of the Apes

2130

Pop discounted to 50*
Elephant urine samples!

AND
ON...

Free pizza at lunch!
Chemistry B160 Monday to Friday from 11:30 to ?

UBC
\nBcf Cattpufl Pizza
JiS\ FOR
GOOD FOOD &
GOOD SERVICE
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PROUDLY SPONSORED BY TH ESE
LOCAL BUSINESSES...

2136 WESTERN PARKWAY
{Village Shopping Centre)
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$1.5«=»
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The Back
Alley Theatre
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GtioJ until March 3 1 . 1994

Good until M a n * 3 ! . 1994
Nut valid with other, promotion! & Specula.

Please inform the operator about this coupon

Plcaxe inform the-opera lor about this coupon
U Ihe lititc of ordering.

Ross Framo
General

CPETARK]

222-2222
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Sponsorship by:
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FOR ALL PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
HARDWARE • NETWORKS • SALES AND SUPPORT
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Coin' Fir Trapping.
in order to avoid us seeing
any previous planning or
thought of winning favors it.
from the Sultan of Bolivia, Fat chance. We opened
fire with everything we
was innocently sitting I decided that the
had, me and my trusty
Christmas
mood
would
be
in my rather barren
spear, Zeke and his trusty
ever
so
amplified
if
I
were
home—that's the
grenade
launcher.
to
venture
into
the
wild
home that I had before I
When
the
smoke had
world
and
acquire
a
came to this particularly
cleared,
it
became
obvious
Christmas
tree.
So,
devoid
fascinating educational
that
the
tree
had
fled.
of
any
intent
even
facility—enjoying the
There was a large hole in
remotely connected with
food, not questioning
the
ground were it had
the
concept
of
forest
exactly what it was that I
once
stood and the underpreservation,
I
grabbed
was devouring with such
brush
around was still
my
trusty
axe,
chainsaw,
vigour as I had decided to
swaying
as if some large
spear
and
springboard
and
stick to my relatively fultree-like
structure
had
set
off
to
enjoy
the
sheer
filling philosophy of "If
passed
through
it
recentsplendour
of
the
outdoors
it's free, it's good. Very
ly. Although it had fled, it
with a small and simple
good."
hadn't got away, for it was
stop
at
the
local
pub
to
Then suddenly, without
get myself into the proper injured, this we determined from the large
tree-hunting frame of
quantity of needles and
mind.
scorched branches scatSeveral hours and many
tered
around the clearing.
drinks later I had achieved
An
injured
Douglas fir ceran appropriate level of
tainly
couldn't
outrun
blind drunkenness and
two
grown
men
and a
located my tree-hunting
bazooka.
The
chase
was
partner: Zeke, who preon.
ferred more ballistic tools
of tree capturing.
But before we ran haphazAfter loading up my trusty ardly through the woods
four-by with enough tools in pursuit, we had to refuof destruction to conquer el with Zeke's secret stash
all of Iran in a holiday
of Bacardi 151. No tree
weekend, we decided that could outsmart us.
a temporary re-christenWhat confused me about
ing of the vehicle was in
the whole incident was
order. After much debate
that the tree hadn't left
and a mutually regretted
any tracks. It had obviousincident involving Zeke's ly fled the scene in a great
face and a passing Mack
haste and yet had been
truck, we decided upon
wise enough to take the
the pseudo-nom: Satan's
time to painstakingly
Little Helper.
cover up its tracks in the
And thus the adventure
snow. Mind you, we
began. With utter disreweren't exactly in the
gard for human life—well, state of mind that often
just about any kind of life leads to miraculous huntwhatsoever—we tore into ing expeditions ending in
the woods at speeds well
a fine fir trophy on my
exceeding the recomwall. Nope, 'twas more
mended limits for safe dri- along the lines of the state
ving imposed by the laws of mind that leads to a
of physics.
wild skeet shooting festival
on the roof of a ranAfter setting up base camp
dom
skyscraper in or near
at a suitably central locadowntown
Vancouver.
tion, we decided to preWe
spent
over
six hours
pare ourselves for the
inspecting
what
we
exhibition by decking our
thought
were
tree
tracks
bodies in camouflage of
only
to
identify
the
mysany and every type.
terious
markings
in
those
Knowing that the wild
tracks as a backwards
Douglas
fir is indeed an
Science T Shirts
"Nike" from Zeke's shoe.
intelligent and often eluSadly,
at that time, we
Looseleaf Paper
sive prey, we slowly set
realized
that the tree, even
Science Jackets
into the woods taking
in
its
severely
wounded
extreme care as to move
Science Cardigans
condition,
had
had
silently and undetected
Baseball Shirts
enough
time
to
escape
through the underbrush.
even
from
two
masters
of
Baseball Caps
Our first encounter was
the
hunt
such
as
ourTeam Uniforms
with a mature male, about
selves.
20 years old or so and at
least an 18-pointer. He
In conclusion, we realized
was just sitting there, all
that it is mostly the search
alone in a field. He had
for the tree rather than
probably seen us. You see, the actual acquisition of
while the average Douglas said tree that satisfies a
fir can at times be nearly
person's inner need for
impossible to capture,
peace of mind at
they are dumb as posts.
Christmas time
(ed. not as dumb as oak
Rough translation: We
posts, though. They're reallydidn't get the damned
thick.) This particular spec- thing. Almost... but not
imen was attempting to
quite.
remain as still as possible
)ohn Hallett
Columnist

I

WHY
PAY
THROUCH
THE
NOSE?

SCIENCE
SALES
CHEM
160

Jurassic Park v.
Schindler's List.

here's no doubt that this year has been a very good
one for American filmmaker Steven Spielberg. His
first film of the year, Jurassic Park, boasted revolutionary computer-generated special effects and turned out
be the biggest-grossing box-office release of all time. But a
if that wasn't enough, Spielberg then went completely the
other way and produced Schindler's List, a chilling, plainly
filmed account of the Holocaust that will certainly clean up
come Oscar time. But this reporter thought that Spielberg'
ability to come up with two immensely popular stories in
such a short timespan was just too good to be true. We
must therefore ask: has Spielberg made two movies out of
the same story? You be the judge. By using the handy num
bered key below to fit in the characters and circumstance
specific to each story, you can instantly re-create the plotlines from both shows!

T

Wealthy, bon-vivant
1
arrives in
2
. Hopes to start prosperous new business
far from home, taking advantage of
3
in order to make huge profit
and
4
from
5
_. Enlists help of
6
and several of his friends to come to
7
and
advise on running the operation.
6
is reluctant at first, but is persuaded by
1
with promises of
8
.
1
is warned about possibility of things
going awry by
9
_, but presses on with
plans anyway, sparing no expense to entertain
10
along the way.
Soon,
6
and all of his friends are transported into
11
where their
12
suddenly cease to be any good at all, and their lives are
threatened constantly by angry, confused
13
and packs of marauding
14
.
1
ponders fate of
6
over a
15
and has philosophical change of heart concerning business.
Meanwhile,
6
has to deal with
13
,
14
, and
10
all
at the same time while still trying to assess
1
's business, which he finds himself to be
liking
16
, seeing it as a
17
for
him and his friends. Lawyer acquaintance of
6
gets
18
by
13
,
and
9
. gets injured.
Soon,
6_ _ devises plan to get handful of survivors out of _ _11
and to safety, a plan
which
1_
sacrifices vast sums of money to
achieve. Unfortunately, half of the survivors end up in
19
by mistake, where more
14
threaten them with immediate death.
1
goes there to get them out, encountering unexpected
but helpful interference by
13
to get him
out of a pickle with
14
. The good guys all
leave
7
and don't come back.
Jurassic Park
1. Scottish entrepreneur
2. Montana
3. New DNA manipulation
techniques
4. Theme-park atmosphere
5. Whoever could afford it
6. Stoic, taciturn American
paleontologist
7. Isla Nublar
8. Huge research grants
9. Screwball, prima-donna
mathematician
10. Grandchildren
11. Dense jungle
12. Electric fences
13. Tyrannosaurus rex
14. Velociraptors
15. Dish of ice cream
16. less and less
17. deathtrap
18. bitten in half
19. abandoned Visitor's
Centre

Schindler's List
1. German entrepreneur
2. Poland
3. German war effort
4. Jewish slave labour
5. The Nazis
6. Stoic, taciturn Jewish
accountant
7. Krakow
8. tradeable goods
9. crafty Jewish black-market
trader
10. SS officers
11. Nazi labour camp
12. work passes
13. Amon Goeth
14. German soldiers
IS. cognac
16. more and more
17. haven
18. summarily shot
19. Auschwitz

Bear in mind as well, folks, that you're more than welcome to mix-and-match entries from either list. Who
knows? You could come up with your own "totally
original" Academy Award-winning screenplay! See you
at the Oscars!

Dik Miller,
Eco-Warrior.

t*»
N
<S

On the way to SUB, I
noticed posters of me
promising conveyor belt
people movers between
classes, a ban on elbow
patches on professors'
MILLER
jackets, and free tickets to
the Police/Led
Zeppelin/Beatles
reunion
Half an hour later,
mega-concert
at
the
next
there was a sudden beepThe driver glanced
Arts
County
Fair
for
every
over at me as she negoti- ing from my Dik Miller™
student who voted for
ated the jeep around pot- worldwide satellite
me.
holes and boulders in the phone/nose hair trimAs I ran into the
mer/hand blender.
road.
building,
the all-candiI picked it up, making
"Don't you find it a
dates
forum
was underbit hot in that trenchcoat sure I wasn't going to
way,
and
I
heard
what
trim any nose hairs acciand fedora here in the
must
have
been
one
of
dentally, and answered.
tropical'rain forest?" she
the
impostors
speaking.
"Dik Miller, Eco
asked.
"Do you want people
Warrior," I said proudly.
"Actually, yes. I'm
movers?!"
she shouted—
After a small satellite
sweating like a pig."
yes,
it
was
a woman,
delay, the reply came.
"So why are you
dressed
in
a
fedora and
"You've got to get back to
wearing them?"
trenchcoat.
Behind
her
UBC! There are at least six
"They're my tradestood
another
woman
mark. The coat holds my people impersonating
and four men, all dressed
Dik Miller™ gadgets, and you and running in the
similarly, waiting to take
the hat keeps the horrible AMS elections!"
their turn in line.
"What?!"
$3.50 haircut I got from a
"YEAH!" roared back
"People are claiming
street vendor outside the
the
crowd.
airport in Honolulu from to be you, and there are
"Dik
Miller will give
so many of them that
showing. Besides, after
them
to
you!"
spending several weeks in their votes pooled togethShe stepped aside and
er might even enable you
the rain around
the
next person took the
to win!"
Clayoquot Sound, being
podium.
"Do you want
"Oh no. They must be
too hot is a blessing."
Zeppelin?!"
"Speaking for the rest stopped." I paused for
"YEAH!"
dramatic effect. "And I'm
of the outside world, the
I ran into line and
the one to stop them." I
smell isn't."
threw the last speaker
"Oh, sorry," I reached hung up.
into a pocket and drew
I waited for dramatic, aside.
"Well, before that can
out my Dik Miller™ spray Clint Eastwood-style
happen, I'll have to raise
deodorant/lock demusic to swell in the
beer prices in the Pit to
icer/silly string canister. I background.
$35.50 a pint!"
pressed the button.
It didn't.
"AAAAAGH!" she
There was a satisfying
We were just arriving
shouted as silly string
at the airstrip. The driver splat as the first tomato
coated the inside of the
thrown from the crowd
pulled up to the plane, a
windshield, blinding her
relatively small, prop-dri- hit me in the face. (Why
from the road ahead. The ven affair.
someone always has
2000-foot cliff on our
"I'm commandeering tomatoes available for
right made this rather
these occasions still mysthis plane!" I cried, leapinconvenient.
tifies me.)
ing out. "It's an emerThinking quickly, she gency!" Tossing the pilot
When I regained conreached up and released a onto the ground, I
sciousness, I had been
catch, allowing the wind- jumped in, started the
shield to fall forward
engine, and within a few beaten up, pelted, spit
onto the hood on hinges seconds was taxiing down upon, and left in a heap
on the SUB Concourse.
- a feature found on jeeps the runway.
My chances of election
since World War II. Of
I tossed my Dik
course, it was designed to Miller™ negotiating man- were ruined. That's the
way I wanted it.
be done slowly, so the
ual/cookbook (#325 on
sudden impact shattered
With all the horrible,
the New York Times bestall the glass. She hit the
nasty
tasks I'd had to
seller list for almost half a
brakes, skidding the jeep
undertake,
from working
week!) onto the tarmac
to a halt, and breathed
slave
labour
in the
just as I took off, hoping
heavily.
Amazon
rain
forest to
that the others could deal
cleaning
dirty
plates in
with the Indonesian gov"So sorry," I said.
the
Food
Services
Central
"Wrong setting." I flicked ernment in my stead.
Kitchen,
I
would
never,
a switch, spritzed with
deodorant, replaced the
It took a few days, but ever, in a million, kajillion years want to be
cap, and put the can back I scammed fuel from
AMS
President.
in my pocket.
locals in the Philippines,
Another case closed
Taiwan, Japan,
She stared at me.
for Dik Miller, EcoKamchatka, Alaska, and
"You nearly got us
War...er...Washed Up
BC before I arrived drakilled."
"That's only the third matically on Main Mall at Politician.
UBC, stopping the plane
time today I've nearly
in a fiery collision with
been killed. That's below
the Engineering Cairn.
my daily average."

L
Next Deadline
MicftoeioLo^Y

Contest open to
everyone. Brew
judged Friday, Jan 21
in Wesbrook 201
Entries accepted 3-5
pm for only $5

CONTINUING THE
WORLD-FAMOUS
PRE-MED LECTURE
SERIES:
Featuring a new twist:
A young, successful, US
sports medicine doctor with
lawsuits pending.
Plus his travelling sidekick,
the portable MRI machine

Dr. Josh Sherman

TUESDAY, JANUARY IS
AT 12'30
IN FNSCRM60

FOOD
BANK
DRIVE
Bring non-perishable food items to all
Science Week events to support the hungry.

ast time we left Dik
Miller, he was being
driven to an airport
near Jakarta, Indonesia, to
be flown to East Timor to
protest government genocide, over-logging, and other
bad things.

The Drawers of SUS.
Sarah's Skivvies

Laurie's Lingerie

Sarah Thornton

Laurie Yee

W

H

elcome back. Hope you all had an incredibly
relaxing break. And, if you were working your
fingers off, I hope the old maxim "A change
is as good as a rest" holds true for you. Because, you
know, we are all going to need it. Second term. A time
for doing the bulk of the work for full-year courses. A
time for finding a summer job. A time to get worried
about what to take next year and if you are going to see
next year. A time for all of us finishing a degree to figure out what to do with the rest of of our lives. Should
be fun!
I'm sure we've all made resolutions this year. The
standard ones, made at the beginning of every semester. I have one (well, it's really Ryan's, but he won't
mind) that I'd like to share, and I'd encourage each of
you to try it.
Now, say it with me: "I solemnly resolve to do my
studying during the week. Then, my weekends will be
homework, and (most importantly), guilt-free. I will
have time to play."
So, what is SUS up to these days? Well, as I'm sure
you can tell, it is SCIENCE WEEK! The one week of the
year in which we flaunt the fact that we're in Science.
That Science rules. That the only people who mean
anything on this campus are Science Undergrads. We
are not generally flaunters. We do not make ourselves
obnoxious all year long. Just this one week. So, enjoy it
while it lasts. It will be fun. And don't forget the dance,
either.
On a less positive note—we've had some bad luck
with the executive this year. We lost one member to a
Dean's vacation last summer, and then his replacement
in November. Keith, our PRO, withdrew from UBC to
seek his soul (or some such reason), and so the position
was up for grabs yet again. On 13 Jan, in council, Blair
McDonald was appointed to the position until 1 April.
Moreover, as you'll read in Jason's article, we are seeking a new Director of Finance. Jason is resigning from
SUS for personal reasons and his position will be up for
grabs until the council meeting on 27 Jan. We are hoping that whoever takes the job is interested in staying
on next year. Exec elections are coming up soon (28
Feb—2 Mar).
In the next few weeks, the exec are all going through
some soul searching. We are trying to define what SUS
truly is. QUICK—give me a one sentence description of
what SUS does. Then, we'll try to define the various
duties. We see ourselves less as a student government
and more as a student service.
The next council meeting will be on 27 Jan in the
SUB council chambers at 1:30. On the agenda will be
discussion of the new Science bursary, the appointment of a new Director of Finance, and the approval of
some club budgets. Science Week will be over by then,
and we'll all be back to normal.

appy New Year's. I
hope that the first
couple of weeks
back to school went by
fair and easy. Myself, I
spent the holidays on
Maui. I'm glad to be
home—don't get me
wrong—it's just that
spending 24 hours a day
with the parentals is
almost as stressful as making the deadlines for
assignments.

As for SUS, for those of
you who find that your
profs can keep you interested enough to keep you
awake in class, well, come
out and thank them by
nominating them for the
Teaching Excellence
Award.

to get if you know the
right people to talk to,
and you've come to the
right place. SUS and its
First Year Committee are
inviting all you first years
to come out to Frosh Fact
Night during Science
Week. We've invited faculty members and notoriously confused upperclasspersons to tell you
what it's really like after
first year in Science. And
to top it all off, we've
even invited other undergrad societies to pitch
themselves to you. So,
come out on Thursday,
Jan 20 between 5 and 8 to
the Partyroom and find
out what's really out
there.

Circvs Scientificvs
Delwin Yung

Sports board in the SUS
ney, the Centipede race
office. 50% rebates are
and, of course, Storm the
also available for this
Wall. If you are not able
term's events for Science
to organize your own
undergraduate teams and
team and you want to
individuals. Applications
participate, please see
are available at the SUS
your department Sports
rep or come visit us in the office.
SUS office (Chemistry
Forms for Sports awards
160).
will be available in the
Rebates that have been
SUS office by the beginaccepted are now availning of March. These
able at the AMS office
awards will be handed out
(SUB 266). The status of a at the annual Sports banrebate applications for
quet which will take place
on
March 30th.
Term One is posted on the
Treasurer's Trunks—The Final Chapter
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elcome back to
another term of
Sports. To all
those who participated
last term, thanks for making it a great success. A
record number of teams
were registered, including
twenty-three Longboat
and thirty-one volleyball
teams. This term will be
even a greater success.
Included in this term's
events are volleyball tourneys, sottball tourneys,
mountain bike polo tourJason Holmes

W

ell, I've done it.
Rather, I haven't
done it. Math
200, that is. Yes, the Beast
of Calculus reared up
before me and smashed
me into the ground with a
sickening 41%. As a result,
there is a job opening in
SUS. Yes, I am still in
school (for now), and
would like to stay here.
Sales Slips
Thus, I am resigning as
Director
of Finance of the
Graeme Kennedy
Science Undergraduate
cience Week is coming up, so be prepared to see
Society so that I can
our sales booth with something old, something
devote a lot more time to
new, nothing borrowed, and lots of blue. Our staff my studies. As a consewill be happy to help you size and select merchandise, quence of this, nominaas well as take orders for jackets, and we will place an
tions for the position of
order when we get six requests. New for spring is a spe- Director of Finance have
cial Science Week shirt. An order has been placed for
been opened as of January
some Barbarian rugby shirts, just like those in the
13th, 1994. This position
bookstore, except I expect to sell them for $55, in stead entails a lot of work: you
of the inflated $90 or so you would pay there. If you
have to listen to people
have an interest in sales, and would like to get some
complain about how little
valuable experience, I am always looking for staff.
money they will be getThere's a 5% commission on all sales, except jackets,
ting. You have to sign an
which can be applied to all sales merchandise, and an
endless stream of paper.
end-of-year bonus for the greatest seller. Come and see You have to be able to
us in the SUB Concourse during Science Week and dip count. You have to keep
into our $4.32 "Box 'o Bargains" where you will find
decent records. You have
discontinued Tshirts, sweatshirts and sundry items of
to give financial reports.
clothing.
You have to be subservient to the AMS. You

S

So do you all know
where the SUS office is?
Well for those of you who
don't, why not find
CHEM 160 for FREE pizza
every lunch hour during
Science Week. Along with
munchies and pizza everyday, we're featuring trilogy movies on a 46" TV.
Come out and watch.
For all you froshies out
there, I hope that you're
ready for at least 3 more
years of this type of
intense torture—excuse
me, education. Deciding
how you want to spend
the rest of your time at
UBC is likely to haunt you
as you realize that you
might just make it back
next year. Advice is easy

have to duck when
Sarah's around. You have
to chair Budget
Committee meetings. And
most important of all, you
must have a personality
between that of Pat Lum
(the previous D of F, a
nice guy, but he smiled
too much), and myself
(not a nice guy, grumbles
and complains a lot, does
a lot of verbal threatening, has a bad hair day
everyday).
Hey, but now we're getting to the good part!
There are a lot of perks for
the job: you get to be an
executive of the best student society on campus.
You get a shit-load of
keys. You get to see Joan
and Rene in the business
office at least three times
a week. You get to handle
so much cash you can rub
it all over your naked
body so that you smell
like a bank (avoid coins
though), (ed. Uh, Jason...
is there something you want
to tell us?) You get to manage a pop-machine and a
photocopier. And best of

all, you get to work with
some of the greatest people you will ever meet.
Well, now that that sob
story is over, on to business. As you have probably noticed, it's SCIENCE
WEEK! Get out there and
have some fun (for me at
least!) This promises to be
one of the best Science
Weeks ever, with all of the
usual events plus some
really cool t-shirts and
Ginger + Rose Chronicles
for the Week's-End Dance.
SUS finances are doing
okay, I am currently
"cleaning house" so that
my replacement should
have very little problem
in past records. To all
clubs who haven't
received funding yet, I'm
sorry, things a little bit
hectic right now but
THEY WILL GET DONE.
A special thank-you
goes out to Sarah and
Ryan for understanding
and being the best friends
anyone could hope to
have.
That's all forever folks.

The Activity Page.
The 432 Vote 0 Matic™
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he 432 realizes how difficult it is for students to
gain useful, in-depth information about candidates for the AMS elections. In an attempt to fulfill our sacred duty to keep Science students informed,
The 432 has carefully researched the upcoming vote,
and distilled that effort into the following election aid,
the Vote-O-Matic™. So just cut out parts A & B, push
one of those spinny deelies that you used to use all the
time in elementary school through the centres of both
pieces, and spin. (The arrow, stupid. Sit still.) Then,
read your new, scientifically-determined point of view
from the arrowheads. Dogma in hand, you can now go
forth and vote with confidence. While you're at it, try
the fun exercises below!

Note: This device applies only to AMS elections. Do
not use for federal, provincial or municipal elections.
It could change the world in ways for which we won't
be held responsible.
Nostalgia Note: for those of you who still own a
turntable, try playing the Vote-O-Matic™ backwards at
45 rpm for Altairean-Ianguage instructions on building
your very own alien landing pad!
Even Neater Nostalgia Note: Play it forwards and hear
Frank Zappa's predictions from beyond the grave.
Coincidentally, this is the same noise as flushing
eighty bucks down the toilet for a new stylus!

Poll Booth Olympics
A

s you all are no
doubt aware, this
week is Voting
Week here at the AMS.
Time to make your mark
on university affairs by
electing the guys with the
slickest posters. But who
says doing your civic duty
can't be fun, too? Here's a
small sampling of fun little tricks to try at the
polling stations that will
make the whole decisionmaking process a little
more enjoyable:
QUALIFYING ROUND (5
pts each).
• Take along a pair of scissors and make a pretty
snowflake out of your
ballot.
• Stand by polling booth,
arms outstretched, and
explain that this year,
every voter gets "a big
wet kiss compliments of
the AMS."
• Stand behind someone
who is in the process of
marking their vote.
Notice whom they have
marked down, and
make sure they overhear
you talking to your
friends about the time
you met the candidate

and what a fucking
whacko he or she is.
• Write interesting messages to your vote
counter, (eg. "The goods
are ready. Meet me at
Pier 33 at
midnight.. .alone.")
• On bottom of ballot,
write, "You, Lowly AMS
Vote Counter, may
already have won TEN
MILLION DOLLARS!"
QUARTER FINALS (10 pts
each).
• Tell the poll clerk that
you accidentally
dropped your car keys
into the polling box by
mistake. Continue to
complain hysterically
until someone comes
over from the SUB and
gets the box opened for
you, then "discover"
keys in your other pocket.
• Surprise the vote counters—slip a few strips of
raw bacon into the
polling box when casting your vote.
• Hang around polling
stations spreading
strange rumours about
various candidates, (eg.

"I heard he eats photocopier toner in the
nude.")
• Identify yourself as
either "Pedro Lapacas"
or "Charles E. (Chuck)
Wagon" at voting
booth. (Both, apparently, have been assigned
real student numbers.)
• After voting, return to
polling booth with
bucketful of confetti.
Run at them as if it were
full of water and throw
it while shouting, "I'll
show you for only giving me one vote, you
fascistsW"

SEMI-FINALS (25 pts
each).
• Conceal opened ketchup
packet in palm of hand.
Pretend to get finger
stuck in polling box
slot. When someone
helps you pull it "free",
squeeze packet, covering
knuckle with ketchup,
while keeping top half
of finger bent back out
of sight. Scream.
• Obtain copy of UBC
Nominal Roll. Doctor
names as you see fit,
then introduce your
copy to polling station,

taking clerk's original
copy with you. Come
back periodically and
vote again and again
under various prearranged pseudonyms
and see how many
times you can do it
before the clerk starts to
recognize you. Assume
disguises as necessary.
(Bonus points for each
pen stolen from polling
booth.)
• During busy voting
times, throw envelope
stuffed with dollar-billsized paper at poll clerk
and loudly declare,
"Who do you think you
are, anyway? You can
bet your ass the
Elections Committee's
gonna hear about this]
You and that crooked
candidate you're
pushin' are finished!"
• Stand next to poll booth
and introduce yourself
to voters as a candidate
chosen at random from
the ballot. Blather on a
bit about your policies
and why they wouldn't
get out of the building
alive if they voted otherwise, and make it
plain that you would
know if they did or not.

• Drop really loud watch
into polling box and
announce, "Hey, this
box is TICKING! HIT
THE DECK!"
Dramatically pick up
box and toss from window .
GRAND PRIX (100 pts).
• Drop gunny sack over
head of pollclerk when
no one is looking. Tap
lightly on head with
ballot box. Drag clerk
away by ankles and hide
him/her in nearby closet. Pose as clerk and randomly assign "free
votes" to passersby and
to random voters (eg.
"You're our 100th customer today, so you get
a bonus vote...would
you like to receive our
catalogue?" or "Don't
have your student card
today? That's OK; just
make sure you bring it
when you vote again
tomorrow..." (note:
Bonus points apply for
signing unknown persons onto nominal roll
and/or succeeding in
claiming real poll clerk's
honorarium cheque.)

Paintin' the Village Red.

B

ack in the good old
days (read when Mum
still used to make me
dinner), I would often
spend hours on end languishing away in class or at
home, staring blankly at
the ceiling and wondering.
Nothing too specific would
go through my mind, of
course; just the usual
stuff... like where I'd be in
ten years, if I'd ever get
married and to whom, or
what on God's Green Earth
there would be to do that
evening that would even
fool my friends and I into
believing it was exciting.
You see, Vernon (pop.
37,000, all between the
ages of six and 112) wasn't
a place that your average
teenager would normally
characterize as a ton of fun
after dark. Such energizing
superlatives as gripping,
action-packed, captivating
and electrifying leap to
mind in much the same
way bricks hover in the air.
They quite simply don't.
Sure, there was stuff to
do during the day and all,
consisting mostly of playing in the lake / on the ski
hill / clear through the
neighbors' gardens, etc.
Come sundown, however,
Vernon was magically
transformed into one of
those countless little B.C.
Interior towns where there
was just nothing to do.
Usually, you ended up
either:

WATTS
parking lot. After slowly
congregating over the period of about a couple of
hours, they then proceed
to sit about and wait a
while. For what, I have no
idea. Usually, the waiting
period involves plenty of
loud car stereo comparisons, flying Slurpees and
unintelligible shouting.
Inevitably, the waiting
comes to an abrupt end
with either the occurrence
of some spectacular random event (ie. arrival of
gentleman selling fake ID's,
arrival of travelling carnival, arrival of rain) or, more
frequently, a big old-fashioned fight, usually triggered by a stray Slurpee
salvo landing squarely on
someone's car or girlfriend.
This is consequently followed by a not-so-randomand-even-less spectacular
event (arrival of cops,
arrival of store proprietor
wielding broomstick, or
arrival of rain). This usually
draws the evening's festivities to a close, although
some die-hard socialites
will insist on sticking
around a while and swapping tales of old hockey
injuries.

I do know enough about
the
phenomenon to know
a) getting your jollies
that
most of these people
playing Dungeons &
would
almost certainly be
Dragons or Diplomacy all
doing
something
else, but
evening, in which case you
strike me dead if any of
probably never got called
them ever had a clue of
by too many people anywhat that might be.
way;
(Excluding, of course, anyb) hanging out in the
thing
illegal or costing
parking lot at the newlymore
than
six bucks a ride.)
constructed 7-Eleven;
Consequently, due to the
c) going to Kelowna for
fact that they don't know
the evening; or
what they would like to do,
d) wishing you were in
neither does anyone else,
Vancouver.
and nothing gets created
I was lucky enough to
for them. This, as you may
avoid getting into too
well guess, puts them right
much of a rut resembling
back to Square One, which
(a) in any way, shape or
is situated directly in front
form. I even managed to
of the Big Gulp machine.
get around (b) most of the
Sometimes, groups of
time, but I must admit that kids would try going to
the 7-Eleven phenomenon, Kelowna for the evening.
in itself, has fascinated me
Kelowna, you see, is a place
for years.
inhabited by far more peoNo one really knows why ple than is Vernon. This, in
kids feel the uncontrollable the eyes of Joe Teenager,
urge to hang out outside
certainly warrants the
convenience stores. Is it
building of facilities somesomething they put in the
what more conducive to
Slurpees, some psychotrop- teenage nightlife.
ically addictive substance
What he finds, however,
that keeps them coming
is twice as many young
back for more? Or is it hor- people with precisely the
monal, stemming from the same amount of nothing to
knowledge that girls occado. Some consolation,
sionally get thirsty too?
however, is taken in the
Whatever the cause, the
fact that the 7-Elevens are
advent of the weekend will not only bigger, but there's
invariably produce a sizealso more than one. This
able crowd of youngsters in permits the opportunity to
an otherwise nondescript
travel around a bit and

enjoy a full evening of
middleweight bouts instead
of just the one Main Event.
But you know that every
teenager, while lamenting
the lack of cool things to
do, always looks forward to
that light at the end of the
tunnel... the hallowed
Nineteenth Birthday. Any
teenager will tell you that
this is the answer to all his
or her prayers, because now
they can go places! O joyous Freedom! No more
hangin' around this crappy
store with nothin' to do.
Right?
Not exactly. Since my
arrival in Vancouver, I
have been lucky enough to
experience a fun and
diverse nightlife, to be
enjoyed at any one of a
number of venues. The situation in Vernon, I'm sorry
to report, is not quite as
bright.
Back in the heyday of
the 80's, when everyone
had money to spend, there
were a few good nightclubs
in Vernon. As a teenager, a
suitable alternative to the
weekly 7-Eleven Block
Party would often be to
pile into a car and drive
from one nightclub to
another, stopping outside
each one for a few minutes
and trying to decide which
thing the front door
bouncer reminded you
more of: the poster child
for Human Growth
Hormone Week, or the
Woolworth Building
stuffed neatly into a T-shirt
and bicycle shorts.This
topic was usually accompanied a deep sense of longing to go back to the 7Eleven and wait for that
fake ID salesman to show
up.
Sadly for us, however, we
turned 19 just in time for
the '90s. Which meant that
there was now - you
guessed it - one nightclub
left. As a result, an evening
at the bar was usually just
like the 7-Eleven... same
people, same lack of parking space, same loud
music, same cops, same
fights. The only difference
was that the Slurpees were
now spiked, rain played
less of a significant role in
the unfolding of the
evening, and everyone's
English was even more garbled and unintelligible
than it was around the 7Eleven.
And so goes the saga of
being young and in
Vernon. After a while, you
begin to realize that a fancy
bar and a roof over your
head doesn't necessarily
constitute a better time.
But, in the end, there's
always the bright side...
we could have grown up in
Spuzzum.
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MEDIUM
CHARGE
Monday & Tuesday Only!
Any single extra large for the
regular price of a medium.

Offer Expires February 28,1994
Please mention coupon when
ordering. Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. Limited delivery
>A» oreo. Drivers carry less than $20.00.

H

i One medium 2 lopping
• pizza wifli an enter of
J 1 0 Buffalo Wings only

; $1/189
I

14-""

Offer Expires February 2B, 1994
Please mention coupon when
ordering. Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. Limited delivery
<ft area Drivers carry less than S20.00.

TRY OUR SPECIALTY PIZZAS

ExtravaganZZa"': Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Pepperoni,
Ham, Olives, Sausage, Extra Cheese and Ground Beef.
Domino's (tokixt: Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms. Pepperoni
and Sausage.
Vagi: Onions, Green Peppers. Olives. Mushrooms and Tomatoes.
Mtdlterranean (New): Onions, Olives, FETA CHEESE and
Uncooked Tomatoes.
Our drivers carry less than $2O.0O. Wo do not accept personal chequ

OPEN FOR LUNCH
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY: 4:00 P.M. — 1:00 A.M.
THURSDAY & SUNDAY: 11:00 A.M. — 1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: 11:00 A.M. — 2.30 A.M.

CALL US:

3480 DUNBAR STREET
VANCOUVER, B.C.

